MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. George Flowers, Dean, Graduate School
Dr. Linda Glaze, Associate Provost

THROUGH: Dr. Susan Villaume, Associate Dean, College of Education

FROM: Nancy H. Barry, Professor and Department Head

DATE: August 20, 2009

SUBJECT: Graduate Course Enrollment Restrictions

Graduate courses in the Department of Curriculum and Teaching are generally very content-specific and are based upon the understanding that students have a thorough background in professional education.

Therefore, we are requesting that students with the degree designation XDGR be excluded from enrolling in any graduate level CT_ courses (CTCT, CTEC, CTEE, CTES, CTMD, CTMU, CTRD, CTSE) and that this be enforced at the catalog level through Banner.

XDGR students will still have the option of enrolling in CT_ courses with the consent of the instructor as appropriate to the individual student's training and background.

Please contact me if you have any questions regarding this request (phone 844-6787, email barrynh@auburn.edu).

Thank you.
Dr. Glaze,

As a followup to my previous email and Memo requesting that students with the degree designation XDGR be excluded from enrolling in any graduate level CT__ courses (CTCT, CTED, CTTEE, CTMD, CTMU, CTRD, CTSE) and that this be enforced at the catalog level through Banner, I am providing a list of all graduate level CT__ courses that would be impacted.

XDGR students will still have the option of enrolling in CT__ courses with the consent of the instructor as appropriate to the individual student's training and background.

Please contact me if you have any further questions (phone 844-6787, email barryn@auburn.edu).

Sincerely,

Nancy Barry

Department of Curriculum and Teaching graduate courses which require enrollment restrictions for majors only:

Career and Technical Education (CTCT)
CTCT 6050/6056 METHODS OF TEACHING IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTCT 6060/6066 PROGRAM PLANNING IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTCT 6080/6086 COORDINATION AND SUPERVISION OF WORK-BASED LEARNING
CTCT 7000/7006 FOUNDATIONS OF CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
CTCT 7010/7016 YOUTH PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
CTCT 7100 TEACHING MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY
CTCT 7120 COURSES OF STUDY IN AGRICULTURE EDUCATION
CTCT 7200/7206 CAREER AND OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION
CTCT 7240/7246 ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
CTCT 7300/7306 LEARNING RESOURCES IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTCT 7710/7716 ADVANCED TEACHING METHODS
CTCT 7720/7726 ADVANCED PROGRAM PLANNING IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTCT 7730/7736 PROGRAM EVALUATION
CTCT 7750/7756 ADMINISTRATION OF CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
CTCT 7760/7766 COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING IN CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
CTCT 7770/7776 CLINICAL SUPERVISION
CTCT 7780/7786 RESEARCH IN CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
CTCT 7810 SUPERVISED COLLEGE TEACHING
CTCT 7900/7906 DIRECTED STUDIES
CTCT 7910/7916 PRACTICUM IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTCT 7920/7926 INTERNSHIP
CTCT 7950 SEMINAR IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTCT 7960/7966 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
CTCT 7970/7976 SPECIAL TOPICS IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTCT 7990 RESEARCH AND THESIS
CTCT 8730 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
CTCT 8770 SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION
CTCT 8800/8806 TEACHER EDUCATION
CTCT 8810 SUPERVISED COLLEGE TEACHING
CTCT 8900 DIRECTED STUDIES
CTCT 8910 PRACTICUM IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTCT 8920 INTERNSHIP
CTCT 8950 SEMINAR IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTCT 8960 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
CTCT 8970 SPECIAL TOPICS IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTCT 8980/8986 FIELD PROJECT
CTCT 8990 RESEARCH AND DISSERTATION
Early Childhood Education (CTEC)
CTEC 7200 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PERSPECTIVE
CTEC 7210 ORIGINS OF THOUGHT
CTEC 7260 PLAY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
CTEC 7270 THEORY-BASED PROBLEMS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
CTEC 7510 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
CTEC 7520 CURRICULUM AND TEACHING IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
CTEC 7530 ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAM IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
CTEC 7540 EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
CTEC 7900 DIRECTED STUDIES
CTEC 7910 PRACTICUM IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTEC 7920 INTERNSHIP
CTEC 7970 SPECIAL TOPICS
CTEC 7990 RESEARCH AND THESIS
CTEC 8240 RESEARCH IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
CTEC 8270 THEORY-BASED PROBLEMS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
CTEC 8720 DESIGNING EARLY CHILDHOOD CURRICULUM
CTEC 8850 CONSTRUCTIVIST INVESTIGATIONS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD SETTINGS
CTEC 8950 ALTERNATIVE RESIDENCE SEMINAR
CTEC 8970 SPECIAL TOPICS
CTEC 8980 FIELD PROJECT
CTEC 8990 RESEARCH AND DISSERTATION

Elementary Education (CTEE)
CTEE 7010 APPROACHES TO TEACHING
CTEE 7410 CURRICULUM AND TEACHING IN SOCIAL SCIENCE (GRADES K-6)
CTEE 7420 CURRICULUM AND TEACHING IN LANGUAGE ARTS (GRADES K-6)
CTEE 7430 CURRICULUM AND TEACHING IN NATURAL SCIENCE (GRADES K-6)
CTEE 7440 CURRICULUM AND TEACHING IN MATHEMATICS (GRADES K-6)
CTEE 7490 THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PROGRAM
CTEE 7510 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION IN AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION
CTEE 7530 ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAMS IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CTEE 7540 EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS IN AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION
CTEE 7900 DIRECTED STUDIES
CTEE 7910 PRACTICUM IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTEE 7920 INTERNSHIP
CTEE 7970 SPECIAL TOPICS
CTEE 7990 RESEARCH AND THESIS
CTEE 8950 ALTERNATIVE RESIDENCE SEMINAR
CTEE 8970 SPECIAL TOPICS
CTEE 8980 FIELD PROJECT
CTEE 8990 RESEARCH AND DISSERTATION

English for Speakers of Other Languages (CTES)
CTES 6410 LANGUAGE MINORITY STUDENTS K-12
CTES 7400 TECHNOLOGY AND MEDIA IN ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES EDUCATION (ESOL)
CTES 7420/7426 APPLIED LINGUISTICS IN SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
CTES 7460/7466 TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES IN P-12
CTES 7470/7476 ISSUES IN ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES EDUCATION (ESOL)
CTES 7480 ASSESSMENT IN ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (ESOL)
CTES 7920 INTERNSHIP

Middle School Education (CTMD)
CTMD 7900 DIRECTED STUDIES
CTMD 7910 PRACTICUM IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTMD 7970 SPECIAL TOPICS

Music Education (CTMU)
CTMU 6940 ELEMENTARY/MIDDLE SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS
CTMU 6960 SECONDARY MUSIC METHODS
CTMU 7510/7516 RESEARCH STUDIES IN MUSIC EDUCATION
CTMU 7520/7526 CURRICULUM AND TEACHING IN MUSIC EDUCATION
CTMU 7530/7536 ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAM IN MUSIC EDUCATION
CTMU 7540/7546 EVALUATION OF PROGRAM IN MUSIC EDUCATION
CTMU 7550/7556 APPLICATIONS OF TECHNOLOGY IN MUSIC EDUCATION
CTMU 7560/7566 DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTION FOR MUSIC EDUCATION
CTMU 7570 MUSIC INSTRUCTION MULTIMEDIA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CTMU 7900/7906 DIRECTED STUDIES
CTMU 7910/7916 PRACTICUM IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTMU 7920/7926 INTERNSHIP
CTMU 7970/7976 SPECIAL TOPICS
CTMU 8950 ALTERNATIVE RESIDENCE
CTMU 8980/8986 FIELD PROJECT
CTMU 8990 RESEARCH AND DISSERTATION

Reading Education (CTRD)
CTRD 6020 THE READING OF ADOLESCENTS
CTRD 6700/6706 DEVELOPMENTAL READING K-12
CTRD 6710/6716 LITERACY AND INQUIRY IN THE CONTENT AREAS: GRADES 6-12
CTRD 7400 ASSESSMENT AND INSTRUCTION FOR READING INTERVENTION
CTRD 7510 RESEARCH STUDIES IN READING EDUCATION
CTRD 7520 CURRICULUM AND TEACHING IN READING EDUCATION
CTRD 7530 ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAM IN READING EDUCATION
CTRD 7540 EVALUATION OF PROGRAM IN READING EDUCATION
CTRD 7900 DIRECTED STUDIES
CTRD 7910 PRACTICUM IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTRD 7920 INTERNSHIP
CTRD 7970/7976 SPECIAL TOPICS
CTRD 7990 RESEARCH AND THESIS
CTRD 8950 ALTERNATIVE RESIDENCE SEMINAR
CTRD 8980 FIELD PROJECT
CTRD 8990 RESEARCH AND DISSERTATION

Secondary Education (CTSE)
CTSE 6010 LANGUAGE STUDY FOR TEACHERS
CTSE 6020 RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION FOR TEACHERS
CTSE 6040 TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATIONS IN SECONDARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
CTSE 6710 LANGUAGE STUDY FOR TEACHERS
CTSE 7090 INQUIRY METHODS OF SCIENCE TEACHING
CTSE 7940 THE SECONDARY SCHOOL PROGRAM
CTSE 7910 RESEARCH STUDIES IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTSE 7920 CURRICULUM AND TEACHING IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTSE 7930 ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAM IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTSE 7940/7946 EVALUATION OF PROGRAM IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTSE 7900/7906 DIRECTED STUDIES
CTSE 7910/7916 PRACTICUM IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
CTSE 7920/7926 INTERNSHIP
CTSE 7970 SPECIAL TOPICS
CTSE 7990 RESEARCH AND THESIS
CTSE 8950 ALTERNATIVE RESIDENCE SEMINAR
CTSE 8980/8986 FIELD PROJECT
CTSE 8990 RESEARCH AND DISSERTATION

Nancy H. Barry, PhD
Professor and Head
Department of Curriculum & Teaching
College of Education
Auburn University, AL 36849
334-844-6787
email: barrynh@auburn.edu